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‘I have never cried so much’ Woman stuck in hospital
under guardianship order calls for help
A well-known volunteer fundraiser for MS research is devastated that a�er a fall put her in hospital the
Guardianship and Administration Board is now running her life. HER STORY >>
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The volunteer fundraiser for MS research is devastated that after a fall put her in hospital the Guardianship

and Administration Board is now running her life.

“This archaic guardianship system has cost me four months of my life that I can’t ever get back,” Ms Barnard

said.

“I’ve now got a guardian making decisions about my life for the next two years and I haven’t heard from her

since that order was made.

“Friends say to me, ‘all you did was hurt your back, how come you’ve ended up stuck in a system like this’?

“If people know this is what can happen, they just won’t come to hospital if they get treated like this.

Bridget Wallbank, le�, from Advocacy Tasmania, is lending support to Gill Barnard while she is in hospital and disputing the appointment of a
stranger to run her a�airs.

“Will I still be in this rehab prison for Christmas?

Until March when she fell and hurt her back, Ms Barnard, 74, of Derwent Park, was a familiar sight in

Salamanca Place on her red mobility scooter collecting donations for MS – an illness she was diagnosed with

in 1980.

An MRI showed she had crushed a nerve so she was sent to the acute rehabilitation unit where her pain was

managed.
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She attempted to discharge herself but “a guardianship order was slapped over me.”

“I was stuck in rehab allowed to go nowhere. I was having physio but it wasn’t helping the fact that now I

could no longer walk.

“A date was announced for a hearing to be held with the Guardianship and Administration Board which was

daunting enough to send shivers up my spine, certainly enough to make me very nervous.

“I felt like I had done a Dr Who and slipped from 2021 back to 1921 - was this really happening in this

century?

“I guess depression set in, I was begging to be allowed to go home, in my frustration I was throwing things,

something I have never done before. And I have never cried so much in all my life and am still doing so.”

Ms Barnard said as well as not being able to return to the home she shares with her son, she lost control of

her money.

“I’m going to fight it.”

The Sunday Tasmanian first highlighted problems with the Public Trustee and guardianship laws after

pensioner Michael Burles complained to the Ombudsman about his “inhumane treatment.”
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Resident at Glenview Aged Care in Glenorchy, Michael Burles. Picture: Zak Simmonds

The government has announced an inquiry into the Public Trustee with Premier Peter Gutwein also saying

the guardianship system needed to be “fair and reasonable and workable.”

Advocacy Tasmania chief Leanne Groombridge, said many people like Ms Barnard whose lives have been

taken away from them after going to hospital say they wish they had never gone for treatment.

“It is unbelievable that these abuses are continuing to occur in our public hospitals.

“A patient can be placed on an order at the request of a social worker or doctor, and it is simply approved by

the Guardianship and Administration Board on the applicant’s opinion.

“It is shocking that the removal of a person’s rights can occur in such a cavalier manner and that the

threshold for granting such an order can be so very low.”

Ms Groombridge said the current legislation must be immediately changed, and not in a staged way, to stop

Tasmanians suffering needlessly.

She will meet Ms Archer and Health Minister Jeremy Rockliff on Thursday to discuss her concerns.
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Guardianship Abuse has been occurring for over 3 DECADES. 

Excellent that the media is finally addressing this abusive form of human trafficking
and predatory entrapment. There are no check and balances in this system. far
from it.  

State governments viewing the vulnerable. As the vulnerable access these social
services, Social Workers and the like swoop in and guardianise the victim and
remove all their decision-making rights in order to shove them into an aged care or
group home facility in order to deny them essential services whilst shaving off
millions from their budgets in cost savings. 

The Guardianship and Administration BOARD facilitates this process often by
rubber stamping and a transferring the victim’s identity to a complete stranger- a
PUBLIC SERVANT that makes decision in the interests of the State.  

Its identity theft and fraudulent. 

Second medical opinions often denied and legal representation denied as well.
There is no national capacity framework which allows anyone to offer an opinion
on capacity, even a Social Worker. 

The tribunal is a protected arena and defamation proceedings not applicable which
allows predators to lie and facts to be ignored. In fact, the Tribunal Members can
legally ignore evidence and act as they see fit! Appeals only allowed on questions
of law and Tribunal have Judicial Immunity. that is, they are above the bloody law!! 

Try complaining and all doors slam shut. Ombudsman, Law Society, Medical
Board, GAB, Unions, politicians all just say 'sorry can't help'. 

Its entrapment, abuse of power, racketeering, obtaining a benefit by deception and
sometimes even MURDER (involuntary euthanasia). The victim made powerless
and often their only escape is DEATH! 

THE WHOLE GUARDIANSHIP SYSTEM NEEDS TO BE SHUTDOWN IN ITS
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News

UTAS feels Covid crunch as overseas student enrollments drop

UTAS is shi�ing their focus to attracting local and interstate students as international enrollments drop almost 25 per cent.
LATEST FIGURES >>
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A Hobart man’s mission to say thank you after crash en route to hospital

A Hobart man is searching for a mystery Jeep driver who selflessly took his wife to hospital a�er the couple were involved in a
crash on the Southern Outlet. THEIR THANK YOU MISSION >
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